i96    HISTORY OF THE ENGLISH NOVEL
"Fryer Historye of Fryer Bacon and Fryer Boungaye, was licensed in 1594
Baton and Greene was influenced by Mailowc's Doctor Faustus, which for its
BwBj&ye" part had becn influenced to a considerable extent by the English
legends of Roger Bacon. Hence the solemn tone of the scene in
which Bacon repents of his dealings with the infernal hosts, a serious
motive that is absent from the prose story. In this, the philosopher
is regarded as the great English thaumaturge, the national rival to
Paracelsus and Cornelius Agnppa, perfoiming feats evidently meant
to surpass the prodigies recorded in Continental legend. Assisted by
Friar Bungay he constructs a brazen head that, by the help of the
Devil, is made to speak ; he would have walled all England lound
about with brass and done many further wonders, uut for the care-
lessness of a servant. By his arts he takes a town without a blow,
which the king had fruitlessly besieged for three months. Lastly,
he triumphs over the foreign necromancer, Vandermast, who had
previously beaten the less accomplished Bungay. Bacon had a
marvellous glass, in which he could see everything that was going
on within a radius of fifty miles. Through an untoward accident
the mirror causes the death of two fathers, who, unperceived, had
witnessed a quarrel of their own sons 5 whereupon Bacon shatters
the mirror and abjures magic. Probably this was the source of
Nashe's scene of clairvoyance in The Unfortunate Traveller.
The story begins, methodically enough, with the parentage and
birth of the great Franciscan, tells of his upbringing, his studies,
and then his feats, and it ends with his death. But its continuity is
merely that of a string of anecdotes in the order of date ; the narra-
tive is as artless as the rest of its class. In a prosaic, matter-of-fact
style the writer plods soberly along, from humdrum domestic inci-
dents to conjurations of the Devil and like monstrous events, taking
everything as it comes. The Devil enters with fearful noises, but
on the whole behaves himself with great moderation. After all, the
poor Deuce had not yet shaken off entirely the harlequin's garb in
which the mystery-plays had attired him. Greene in his play could
introduce tragedy and carry on a philosophical debate j the com-
piler of the prose tale had to furnish an adequate allowance of
buffoonery. Can it be that one comic scene, where Bacon's serving-
man leads the thieves who have robbed his master over dike and
swamp, dancing after the sound of his tabor, till they are mired from

